Before buying Motorcycle equipment

Always try the clothes on before buying them.
Many people buy motorcycle
clothing that is too big. You will
mostly use these clothes during
warmer seasons and you should
therefore try out the clothes
using thin under garments.

correct place. If you want to
dress for colder weather put
other clothes on top instead of
under you motorcycle gear. This
tip also applies to textile
garments with membranes.

The garment is primarily
intended to protect you and if the
garment is too large there is a
risk that protectors and other
enhancements are not in the

Also take into consideration that
the garment will feel quite
differently if any lining is
removed.

Leather stretches! Textiles do not!
Leather garments stretch. We
recommend buying leather
garments which fit tight. Textile
garments do not stretch so they
should not fit as tight as leather.
The only place that our leather
products will not stretch is in the
waist if they are equipped with

zippers to be connected to the
jacket.
Usually textile clothes do not
stretch but after wearing them for
a while they too will become more
flexible and protectors will sit
comfortably in the right place.

The same rule for gloves
Leather gloves stretch. Buy a glove that fits tight.
Textile gloves does not stretch as much. They should fit comfortably
at purchase.

Adjustable protectors
Our products are designed to be
comfortable on a motorcycle.
This means that the protectors
can feel strange in an upright
position.
For example, the knee pads sits
further down when standing up
but if you sit on a motorcycle
they are in the right position.

Many of our jackets and pants
have adjustable protection with
our unique Velcro system that
gives you the ability to adjust the
protectors position suiting your
particular anatomy.

Remember that the correct length back protector can vary based on the
type of motorcycle you use.
You should use a back protector covering an area as large as possible
without affecting comfort while
Protectors should be located as close to the body as possible and
cover an area as large as possible without affecting the control of the
vehicle.

Moisture = cool!
Moisture is usually what makes the rider uncomfortable.
It's easy to forget what kind of underwear to use but
it's vital to the comfort of the ride. Wearing the wrong
type of underwear, such as garments made from
cotton, can lead to sweat being trapped and thus
cooling you 20 times faster than if you had worn the
right type of underwear such as wool or polyester.

Thank you for taking the time to read about Jofama’s
products and our view of how to dress for motorcycle
riding!

